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Discover new ways to connect and like through the power of list making in this journal that
fans of The 52 Lists Task and  It offers a lot of space to create your lists and problems to help
you do something and transform your associations.    will make sure to adore. Find out more
about who you are, the method that you see your loved ones, and ways to thrive collectively
by creating 52 lists, one for each week of the year in this gorgeous, undated hardback journal
meant for celebrating and cherishing the countless relationships that define a community.52
Lists for Happiness  Meant to be done solo, the journal can also be a great tool for connecting
with loved ones by sharing and comparing lists. Like the other journals, this keepsake journal
comes in a luxurious package full of vibrant pictures, lovely illustrations, metallic foil, and a
ribbon.52 Lists 
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her most beautiful and fun reserve yet I had just finished one of the other two books I own by
this writer and pre ordered this one. Nice small book but really female dominated This is a
cute idea and the book is quite attractive with oodles of colorful pages, bright lists and fill-in
spots. Produced simply for me. - however they are gorgeous and I usually finish and enjoy the
process. I've looked up the prior books too because they will make good presents for a few
friends and family members who I believe would enjoy these too. Beautifully written and
designed! must buy! happy to add it to my collection of her books. Like all of Moorea's books,
this one is BEAUTIFUL inside and out! Book Club Favorite My Book Club users are "reading"
and building their lists so we can compare and contrast and discuss them in our next
conference! This book makes a great gift for newly weds, anniversaries, birthdays and more! I
am loving filling mine out every week. Highly recommend! Taking some time each day for
reflection I love this book a lot more than I likely to. I have never been person who enjoys
keeping a journal but I do enjoy producing lists and reflecting on life and what I have to do to
improve myself or my associations so the format of this book is right up my alley and I enjoy
the time spent focusing on the lists. With a journal it's just free-thought, but this gives me a
direction. Many thanks Moorea for creating these list treasures must buy journal an incredibly
warm, thoughtful journal. Beautiful and Thoughtful I love all of Moorea Seal's books, but this
one is the most innovative and inspiring yet! This journal is ideal. I'm loving filling it out and
also have currently gifted another duplicate to a friend. It really is truly gorgeous and the lists
are fun and believed provoking...but that's where the interest ends. If you need to deepen your
connection with a loved one - this is simply not the best way to begin. Made for me
personally! This is what makes men (and some women) want to run the other direction. It isn't
deep nor especially meaningful. It's chick-lit all the way. I received this and the accompanying
52 List Postcard collection, and a Moorea Seal gold pen to match–– a really fantastic gift.
Sometimes I think they're a bit pricey for a reserve to make lists - though I do want to make
lists! It’s a book filled with things to make lists of. I anticipate a lot of laughs and giggles over
some of the answers! A fresh list for every week of the year. If you love list making and
journaling you need this book. 52 Lists for Togetherness is definitely thoughtfully created to
help stimulate deeper connections to those all around us. A terrific way to get to know one
another better, especially since we have newer members! Composing prompts on every web
page.
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